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Abstract. A multilink failures model, i.e., probabilistic-shared risk link group (PSRLG), is adopted to investigate
the problem of differentiated quality-of-protection (QoP) provisioning for flexi-grid optical networks. As a metric,
service failure probability (SFP) is introduced to exactly examine the feasibility of differentiated QoP schemes,
which denotes the failure probability of a connection during transmission. According to different reliability require-
ments, connection requests are divided into three classes, i.e., class high, class middle, and class low. Then two
differentiated QoP provisioning schemes are proposed based on the class division, i.e., intraclass-shared re-
source scheme (ICSR scheme) and cross-class-shared resource scheme (CCSR scheme). The former allows a
connection to share backup resources only with those connections in the same class, whereas the latter enables
the connections in different classes to share backup resources. Simulation results show that our proposed
schemes could well provide differentiated reliability with PSRLG constraint and achieve a good balance between
reliability and resource efficiency. Moreover, the CCSR scheme achieves lower blocking probability, lower re-
source redundancy, and higher spectrum utilization without sacrificing reliability compared to the ICSR scheme.
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1 Introduction
Recently, flexi-grid optical networks have attracted much
attention from academia and industry.1,2 Different from
the conventional wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
networks, flexi-grid optical networks could allocate just
enough spectrum resources for the clients and support the
subwavelength, super-wavelength, and multiple-rate data
traffic requirements, thereby it could achieve higher spec-
trum resource efficiency. While different services in the cur-
rent networks often require different reliability, the critical
services, such as tel-surgery, require much higher reliability,
whereas other services, such as entertainment videos, have
relatively lower requirements for reliability.3 Because of
this, multiple quality-of-protection (QoP) was introduced,
where services would be divided into different classes.4 When
failures occur, the failure probability of a service depends on
its QoP. A quantitative framework of QoP against a single-
link failure has been proposed in Ref. 4, where connection
requests are divided into four classes, i.e., guaranteed protec-
tion, best effort protection, unprotected traffic, and pre-empt-
able traffic. Different path protection algorithms are provided
for different classes of connection requests, respectively.
Reference 5 extended the QoP framework above and studied
the optimal design of a span-restorable mesh network capac-
ity. Partial protection mechanisms were used to achieve dif-
ferentiated QoP provisioning in WDM mesh networks.6

Then, Ref. 7 put forward two-backup bandwidth aggregation
schemes, i.e., backup bandwidth sharing and backup

bandwidth multiplexing, by which differentiated QoP
could be provided. Preconfigured protection structures (p-
structures) are employed to support multiple QoP in
Ref. 8, and differentiated QoP against arbitrary double-
link failures was studied in Ref. 9.

Nevertheless, the research above is only limited to single-
link failure and double-link failures. With network topology
becoming more and more complex, failures in optical net-
works are becoming simultaneous and are correlated with
each other. In this article, a multifailures’ model, i.e., prob-
abilistic-shared risk link group (PSRLG), is introduced to
study QoP, which is developed from the conventional-shared
risk link group (SRLG).10 Different from SRLG, PSRLG
introduces a probabilistic view, which means that links
belonging to a PSRLG would fail with some probability
instead of failing deterministically. It is obvious that the
PSRLG is more applicable to a number of failure scenarios.
For example, when an electromagnetic pulse attack or earth-
quake occurs, communication links in the vicinity of the dis-
aster may have a higher failure probability than those distant
from the disaster.10

Among the common protection methods for optical net-
works, path protection, especially shared-path protection is
more widely employed11–15 because it is easier to implement
in the current phase and has a high resource utilization.
In Ref. 14, full SRLG-disjoint protection (FSDP) was
proposed, where each connection request was assigned
one working path and one SRLG-disjoint backup
path. Any two backup paths can share a common backup
resource if their corresponding working paths are full
SRLG-disjoint. Reference 15 extended FSDP and proposed*Address all correspondence to: Yongli Zhao, E-mail: yonglizhao@bupt.edu.cn
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partial SRLG-disjoint protection, where backup resources
could be shared only if the joint reliability of their corre-
sponding working paths can satisfy the survivability require-
ments other than being strictly SRLG-disjoint.

Based on these works mentioned above, three shared-path
protection algorithms are designed, which are full PSRLG-
disjoint protection (FPDP), partial PSRLG-disjoint protec-
tion (PPDP), and full link-disjoint protection (FLDP). Then,
two differentiated QoP provisioning schemes are proposed,
i.e., intraclass-shared resource scheme (ICSR scheme) and
cross-class-shared resource scheme (CCSR scheme), to pro-
vide differentiated QoP for flexi-grid optical networks. The
rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first
describe the network model and give the definition and der-
ivation process of service failure probability (SFP). Then,
Sec. 3 proposes the differentiated QoP schemes with
PSRLG. Simulation results and an analysis are given in
Sec. 4. Section 5 concludes this article.

2 Network Model and Service Failure Probability

2.1 Network Model

For flexi-grid optical networks, PSRLG is adopted as the
multiple-link failures model. It is assumed that there are N
PSRLG events in total (just like a service matrix), which are
represented by set R, i.e., R ¼ fr1; r2; · · · rNg. rn means
that the n’th PSRLG in R fails. πr represents the probability
of r ∈ R. In this article, we employ mutually exclusive
PSRLGs,3 which means that only one PSRLG failure
event can take place every time, i.e.,

P
r∈R πr ¼ 1. Also,

in one PSRLG failure event, there may be simultaneous
multiple link failures. The architecture of flexi-grid optical
networks could be described as GðV; E; SÞ, where V, E,
and S denote the nodes set, the bidirectional links set, and
the frequency slots, respectively. Each optical node is
equipped with bandwidth variable optical cross-connects
and flexible transponders. Any link in E will be denoted
by lk;l for k; l ∈ V, meaning that the link starts from node
k and ends at node l. Because there are N PSRLG events in
total, then there is an N-dimensional vector Pk;l, Pk;l ¼
fpr1

k;l; p
r2
k;l; · · · ; p

rN
k;lg for each link ðk; lÞ. pr

k;l ∈ ½0; 1� repre-
sents the failure probability of link ðk; lÞ when PSRLG
event r occurs. If pr

k;l > 0, we say link ðk; lÞ belongs to
PSRLG r. Each connection request arrives with a source
node and destination node, random bandwidth requirement,
and QoP requirement. According to the QoP requirement, an
appropriate algorithm would be chosen to compute a pair of
paths and to assign the frequency slots, where both the spec-
tral continuity constraint and spectral consecutiveness con-
straint must be satisfied.16 The guard bands are assumed
to be allocated with the service spectrum resource together,
so they have not been considered separately.

2.2 Service Failure Probability

To exactly evaluate the performance of the differentiated
QoP schemes, it is necessary to quantitatively measure the
reliability of a connection. Considering that we defined a
new metric, i.e., SFP, which denotes the failure probability
of a connection during transmission when shared-path pro-
tection is employed, now we try to deduce the expression of
SFP with a premise that the primary path and its backup path
comply with link-disjoint constraint and that backup paths

could share a spectrum resource only if the corresponding
primary paths are link-disjoint.

We try to deduce the SFP (PCm
) of a connection request

Cm. PCm
consists of two components: the probability of the

primary path and corresponding backup path failing simul-
taneously, which is defined as PPBF;Cm

; the probability of
failing in competing for a backup resource, which is defined
as PCRF;Cm

. So, the SFP could be indicated as follows:

PCm
¼ PPBF;Cm

þ PCRF;Cm
: (1)

PPBF;Cm
is deduced as follows. First, we get the failure

probability of a path h when PSRLG event r happens
(Pr

h). A path could survive only if all the links it passes
through are not affected by failures. The survival probability
of each link on the light path is 1 − pr

k;l, ðk; lÞ ∈ h. With that
we could get the survival probability of the light pathQ

ðk;lÞ∈hð1 − pr
k;lÞ. Then, the failure probability of the path

h could be denoted by the following equation:

Pr
h ¼ 1 −

Y
ðk;lÞ∈h

ð1 − pr
k;lÞ: (2)

Because the primary path (hW;Cm
) and backup path (hB;Cm

)
are disjoint, they are mutually independent. Considering that
we could get the PPBF;Cm

when PSRLG event r happens
(PPBF;Cm

) is indicated as follows:

Pr
PBF;Cm

¼Pr
hW;Cm

�Pr
hB;Cm

¼
�
1−

Y
ðk;lÞ∈hW;Cm

ð1−pr
k;lÞ

��
1−

Y
ðk0;l0Þ∈hB;Cm

ð1−pr
k0;l0 Þ

�
.

(3)

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, mutually exclusive PSRLGs are
adopted in this article, so PPBF;Cm

should be expressed by the
following equation:

PPBF;Cm
¼

X
r∈R

ðπr � Pr
PBF;Cm

Þ. (4)

Now, we try to deduce PCRF;Cm
. Suppose that if there are z

connections competing for a backup resource simultane-
ously, the success rate of each connection is 1∕z. Pr

SB;Ci
rep-

resents the probability of connection Ci employing its
backup resource when PSRLG event r occurs. The connec-
tion would be switched to the backup path only if its primary
path fails while its backup path works well. So, Pr

SB;Ci
could

be described by the following equation:

Pr
SB;Ci

¼ Pr
hW;Ci

� ð1 − Pr
hB;Ci

Þ: (5)

For computing the PCRF;Cm
, we need to consider a set SrCm

with M elements, which contains all the connections that
may compete for the backup resource with Cm when PSRLG
r occurs. Connection s1 ∈ SrCm

would compete for the
backup resource with connection Cm when the two connec-
tions are simultaneously switched to backup paths. The
probability is: Pr

SB;Cm
� Pr

SB;s1
, where we could get the prob-

ability that there is only one connection competing for the
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backup resource with service Cm:
P

s1∈SrCm
ðPr

SB;Cm
� Pr

SB;s1
Þ.

Then, the probability of two services
P

s1∈SrCmP
s2 ∈ SrCm

s2≠s1

ðPr
SB;Cm

� Pr
SB;s1

� Pr
SB;s2

Þ. By that analogy, the

probability of n (n ≤ M) competing for the backup resource
with service Cm (Pr

C;Cm;n
) could be expressed as follows:

Pr
C;Cm;n

¼
X

s1∈SrCm

X
s2 ∈ SrCm

s2 ≠ s1

· · ·
X

sn ∈ SrCm

sn ≠ sn−1 · · · · · ·≠s1

× ðPr
SB;Ci

� Pr
SB;s1

� Pr
SB;s2

· · · Pr
SB;sn

Þ: (6)

Based on the equations above, we could get the failure
probability of service Cm when PSRLG event r happens
(Pr

CRF;Cm
) as follows:

Pr
CRF;Cm

¼
XM
n¼1

�
1

nþ 1
� Pr

C;Cm;n

�
: (7)

Then, PPBF;Cm
could be written as follows:

PPBF;Cm
¼

X
r∈R

ðπr � Pr
CRF;Cm

Þ: (8)

3 Differentiated Quality-of-Protection Provisioning
with Probabilistic-Shared Risk Link Group

3.1 Shared-Path Protection Algorithms

In this section, we first present three shared-path protection
algorithms, which are the basis of our proposed differenti-
ated QoP schemes.

3.1.1 Full link-disjoint protection algorithm

For the FLDP algorithm, the primary path and corresponding
backup path must be link-disjoint. Backup paths could share
a resource only if their corresponding primary paths are link-
disjoint. We develop the FLDP algorithm from a greedy
algorithm proposed in Ref. 3, which only focuses on path
computation and does not consider resource allocation.
Service requests can be divided into two groups, i.e., arrival
events (AE) and departure events (DE).17 The former needs
to compute routes and assign spectrum resources, whereas
the latter needs to tear down routes and release spectrum
resources. We describe the general steps of FLDP as follows.

FLDP algorithm could be further illustrated by the follow-
ing example. Figure 1(a) shows the China Education and
Research Network (CERNET) topology with eight
PSRLG events. The probability of every PSRLG event is
1∕8, i.e., πr ¼ 1∕8, r ∈ R. The PSRLGs that each link
belongs to and the failure probability of the link when
each PSLRG occurs has been figured out, so that the symbol
“{(3, 0.1), (4, 0.5)}” on link (1, 8) means that the link
belongs to r3 and r4, and pr3

1;8 ¼ 0.1, pr4
1;8 ¼ 0.5. Now there

is a connection request from node 0 to node 4, link costs
are calculated, and then the Dijkstra algorithm is used to cal-
culate the primary path: 0–3–4, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In
Fig. 1(c), for computing the backup path, all the links on
the primary path are pruned, and the costs of the remaining

links are updated. Then, we could get the backup path:
0–2–1–4 by the Dijkstra algorithm. Another connection
from node 0 to node 6 is built in the same way, as shown
in Fig. 1(d). The two primary paths are link-disjoint, so
backup resource sharing is allowed on link (0, 2).

Based on this simple analysis, we could see that the reli-
ability of a connection established by this algorithm would be
affected by two factors: the first one is that the primary path
and backup path simultaneously fail, for example, in Fig. 1(d),
when PSRLG r5 occurs, link (5, 6) on PW2 and link (6, 9) on
PB2 may fail simultaneously; the second one is caused by the
failure in competing for the backup resource. For example, in
Fig. 1(d), when PSRLG r1 occurs, link (1, 3) on PW1 and link
(0, 5) onPW2 may simultaneously fail, then those two services
would be switched to PB1 and PB2, respectively. Then, one of
the two services will not be restored for lack of an available
backup resource on link (0, 2).

3.1.2 Partial probabilistic-shared risk link group-
disjoint protection algorithm

To obtain better reliability, PPDP gets rid of spectrum re-
source competition by adopting a stricter constraint for
backup resource sharing. Besides link-disjoint, PSRLG-
disjoint is also indispensable. Considering the same connec-
tion requests from node 0 to 4 and from 0 to 6 in Fig. 1, we
could get the same primary paths and backup paths as FLDP
employed, as is shown in Fig. 1(d). But PB1 and PB2 cannot
share the backup resource on link (0, 2), because link (0, 3)
on PW1 and link (0, 5) on PW2 belong to the same PSLRG r1,
and the primary paths are not PSRLG-disjoint. From this in-
stance, we could see that the PPDP has a lower degree of
backup resource sharing compared to FLDP. Although
PPDP could improve reliability, it has a lower resource effi-
ciency than FLDP.

3.1.3 Full probabilistic-shared risk link group-disjoint
protection algorithm

FPDP algorithm manages to further improve the reliability
on the basis of the PPDP algorithm. PSRLG-disjoint is an
indispensable constraint for both route calculation and
backup resource sharing. On one hand, PSRLG-disjoint for
primary path and corresponding backup path could ensure
that the primary path and corresponding backup path would
not fail simultaneously. Once the primary path fails, the con-
nection could be switched to the backup path. On the other
hand, connections could share a backup resource only if their
primary paths are PSRLG-disjoint. This constraint could
ensure the primary paths could not simultaneously fail, i.e.,
the connections cannot be simultaneously switched to their
backup paths, which could completely avoid competition for
the backup resource. So, FPDP could restore any connection
with 100%. In spite of its high reliability, the poor perfor-
mance on blocking probability cannot be ignored. For exam-
ple, the connection request from node 0 to node 6 in Fig. 1(d)
would be blocked if FPDP is employed, because two
PSRLG-disjoint paths from node 0 to node 6 do not exist.

According to the description above for those shared-path
protection algorithms, we could see that the improvement in
reliability is generally at the cost of a lower resource sharing
degree or a higher blocking probability. So, employing
protection algorithms with different reliabilities introduce
a tradeoff, i.e., providing differentiated QoP is a tradeoff
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between reliability and network resource efficiency. This is
of great importance for both service demand and network
operation.

3.2 Differentiated Quality-of-Protection Schemes

Based on the shared-path protection algorithms proposed in
Sec. 3.1, we propose two differentiated QoP schemes to pro-
vide a unified solution of jointly supporting services with
different reliability requirements, which are the ICSR
scheme and the CCSR scheme.

3.2.1 Intraclass-shared resource scheme

In this scheme, according to the reliability requirements, con-
nection requests are divided into the following three classes:
class high, class middle, and class low. Correspondingly,
FPDP, PPDP, and FLDP are employed, respectively. For
example, when a connection request of class high arrives,
FPDP is adopted to calculate routes and assigned a spectrum
resource. Backup resource sharing is implemented only
within the services of the same class. This is a natural com-
bination of the different shared-path protection algorithms.

3.2.2 Cross-class-shared resource scheme

Different from the ICSR scheme, the CCSR scheme tries to
improve the backup resource sharing degree without affect-
ing the reliability of connections, which could be achieved
only if the backup resource competition ratio does not
increase with the improvement of the backup resource shar-
ing degree. So, the CCSR scheme enables backup resource

sharing among connections of different classes only if their
primary paths are PSRLG-disjoint.

We use CERNET topology to illustrate the ICSR scheme
and the CCSR scheme. It is assumed that there have been
three connections of different classes on the networks, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). When a new connection request of
class low from node 4 to node 9 arrives, routes are given
directly without a calculation progress, primary path: 4–
5–6–9, backup path: 4–1–2–9. The ICSR scheme is illus-
trated in Fig. 2(b), where the new connection could only
share a backup resource with the one of class low, and
other connections of different classes are not considered.
According to FLDP, the two connections of class low are
not link-disjoint, so backup resource sharing is not allowed.
In Fig. 2(c), for the CCSR scheme, except for backup re-
source sharing within the same class, other connections of
different classes can also be considered. The primary path
of the new connection belongs to r5 and r7, and the primary
path of the exiting connection of class middle belongs to r6
and r8. They are PSRLG-disjoint, so backup resource shar-
ing can be implemented on link (2, 9). Similarly, the new
connection could share a backup resource with the exiting
connection of class high on link (1, 4).

From the examples above, we can see that the CCSR
scheme could obviously improve the degree of backup re-
source sharing, which is of great importance for network effi-
ciency. From Table 1, we can see that the complexity of all
the algorithms are 2Oðn2Þ, which can be easily found in the
process of FLDP algorithm as shown in Table 1. On the other
hand, in order to implement these QoP schemes, the infor-
mation of the PSRLG group, the probability of each PSRLG

Fig. 1 Illustration for full link-disjoint protection algorithm (a) CERNET topology with Probabilistic-Shared
Risk Link Group (PSRLGs), (b) build a primary path, (c) build backup path with link-disjoint constraint,
(d) share backup path with link-disjoint constraint.
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event, and the failure probability of each link when one
PSRLG occurs should be kept by routing the controller in
ASON or the path computation element through the open
shortest path first-traffic engineering (OSPF-TE) protocol.

4 Simulation Results
In this section, we conducted the simulations based on the
14-node National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET)
topology and 24-node USA Network (USNET) topology
as shown in Fig. 3. Six PSRLG events and nine PSRLG
events are generated, respectively, by the same method men-
tioned by Gerstel and Sasaki,3 i.e., each PSRLG event is
associated with a circle whose center is randomly located
on the plane and whose radius is a uniformly distributed

random number in (1, 1.5). All the links touched by the circle
belong to this PSLRG. The probability of the PSRLG events,
namely πr, is uniformly distributed. Then,

P
r∈R πr ¼ 1. If a

link, such as ði; jÞ, belongs to PSRLG r, its failure probabil-
ity pr

ij is set to a uniformly distributed random number in
(0.1, 0.9). The traffic arrival follows a Poisson process
with arrival rate λ, and the traffic holding time follows a neg-
ative exponential distribution with departure rate μ. The traf-
fic load equals to λ∕μ (Erlang), and 100,000 service
requirements can be run in the experiment. The bandwidth
requirement is uniformly distributed within [2, 5] frequency
slots, and there are 300 available frequency slots on each
fiber link.

We compare the performance of the ICSR scheme and the
CCSR scheme, and FLDP, PPDP, and FPDP are adopted

Fig. 2 Illustration for intraclass-shared resource (ICSR) scheme and cross-class-shared resource
(CCSR) scheme (a) CERNET topology with differentiate connections, (b) backup resource sharing in
ICSR scheme, and (c) backup resource sharing in CCSR scheme.

Table 1 Full link-disjoint protection (FLDP) algorithm.

Step 1: Initialize the network information (physical topology, PSRLG events, initialize parameters) and generate X connection requests.

Step 2: If X > 0, turn to Step 3, if X ¼ 0, turn to Step 6.

Step 3: Wait for a connection request, if it is AE, turn to Step 4, if it is DE, turn to Step 5;

Step 4: For an AE

a) Calculate the cost for each link by the following equation: wi;j ¼
P

r∈Rðπr � pr
i;j Þ, ði ; jÞ ∈ E

b) Compute the primary path: PW from source node s to destination node d by Dijkstra algorithm;

c) Reserve spectrum resource along the primary path;

d) Prune all links on the primary path obtained in (b), and update the costs of remaining links by the equation:
w 0

i ;j ¼
P

ðk;lÞ∈Pw

P
r∈Rðπr � pr

i;j � pr
k;l Þ, ði ; jÞ ∈ E , r ∈ R

e) Compute the backup path from source node s to destination node d by Dijkstra algorithm.

f) Reserve spectrum resource along the backup path. For a slot that has been used by other backup paths. It is available only if all of the primary
paths protected by it are link-disjoint with PW .

If all the steps above are executed, the connection is built successfully. Otherwise, this connection request drops and blocks. Let X ¼ X − 1,
return to step 2.

Step 5: For a DE, the primary path and corresponding backup path are torn down, and their spectrum resource is released. Let X ¼ X − 1, return to
step 2.

Step 6: All the connection requests have been dealt with, simulation ends.
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individually, respectively. The metrics adopted here for per-
formance evaluation include SFP, blocking probability,
redundancy, and spectrum utilization ratio. As mentioned
in Sec. 2.2, SFP is the failure probability of a connection
during transmission. Blocking probability is the ratio of
the number of the connection requests rejected by the net-
works over the number of all the connection requests arriving
at the networks. Redundancy is the ratio of the total con-
sumed backup frequency slots over the total consumed pri-
mary frequency slots. Spectrum utilization ratio is the ratio of
the sum of the total consumed backup frequency slots and
work frequency slots over the total frequency slots.

As shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the ICSR scheme provides
distinct SFP to three classes of services, i.e., the SFP obvi-
ously decreases from class low to class high, which illustrates
that the ICSR scheme could well achieve differentiated QoP
provisioning. The same situation occurs when the CCSR
scheme is employed. It can also be observed that for the
same class of services, such as class middle, the SFP of the
CCSR scheme is almost the same as that of the ICSR scheme.
The reason is that the CCSR scheme improves the degree of
backup resource sharing under the premise of PSRLG-
disjoint, which could guarantee that the SFP is not affected.

Figure 5 shows the blocking probability versus traffic
load in NSFNET (a) and USNET (b). For the two differen-
tiated QoP provisioning schemes, the ratio of the number of

requests for class high, class middle, and class low is 1∶1∶1.
For FPDP, LDPDP, and FLDP, we do not associate any QoP
requirements with a connection request. As expected, FPDP
has the highest blocking probability, and FLDP achieves the
lowest. For FPDP, it has more strict constraints for route cal-
culation, i.e., the primary path and corresponding backup
path must be link-disjoint as well as PSRLG-disjoint,
which leads directly to the increasing of blocking probability.
What is more, FPDP is stricter on backup resource sharing,
which means that the connections can share a backup re-
source only if their primary paths are link-disjoint as well
as PSRLG-disjoint. This leads to a lower resource sharing
degree, which is another reason for the higher blocking prob-
ability. We also observe that the the CCSR scheme achieves a
lower blocking probability than the ICSR scheme. As men-
tioned before, the CCSR scheme has a higher degree of
backup resource sharing; more available resources could
be saved for the coming services.

Figure 6 plots the redundancy with NSFNET topology and
USNET topology. First, PPDP has a lower redundancy than
FPDP. Although the same constraint—PSRLG-disjoint—
needs to be met when sharing a backup resource for the
two algorithms, the blocking probability of PPDP is lower
than that of FPDP, and the backup resource sharing degree
would increase with an increase in connection numbers. The
redundancy of FLDP is further reduced compared to the

Fig. 3 Networks topology (a) NSFNET and (b) USNET.

Fig. 4 Service failure probability (SFP) versus traffic load (a) NSFNET topology, (b) USNET topology.
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Fig. 5 Blocking probability versus traffic load (a) NSFNET topology and (b) USNET topology.

Fig. 6 Redundancy versus traffic load (a) NSFNET topology and (b) USNET topology.

Fig. 7 Spectrum utilization radio versus traffic load (a) NSFNET topology and (b) USNET topology.
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other two algorithms. In addition, FLDP has the lowest
blocking probability; another important reason is that the
constraint for backup resource sharing is relaxed from
PSRLG-disjoint to link-disjoint. Moreover, Fig. 6 also shows
that the CCSR scheme achieves a lower redundancy than the
ICSR scheme. One reason is that the CCSR scheme directly
increases the degree of backup resource sharing. Another is
that the CCSR scheme has a lower blocking probability.

The spectrum utilization ratio of different schemes can be
seen in Fig. 7. FPDP has the lowest spectrum utilization ratio
in both NSFNET topology and USNET topology, which is
caused by its obviously higher blocking probability than that
of the others. Another phenomenon which is not visible but
does exist is that the CCSR scheme has a lower spectrum
utilization ratio compared to ICSR scheme. Together with
the performance of the ICSR scheme and the CCSR scheme
on blocking probability, we can reach the conclusion that the
CCSR scheme could support more connections with fewer
spectrum resources, namely, it achieves a higher resource
efficiency.

5 Conclusions
In this article, we motivate the need of providing differenti-
ated QoP with a new multilink failures model named
PSLRG. Shared-path algorithms including FLDP, PPDP,
and FPDP are proposed, based on which two differentiated
QoP schemes, i.e., ICSR and CCSR, are put forward to pro-
vide differentiated reliability accordingly. To exactly mea-
sure the effectiveness of the schemes, a new metric called
SFP is proposed. Numerical results show that both the differ-
entiated QoP schemes could achieve a trade-off between reli-
ability and resource efficiency. Compared to the ICSR
scheme, the CCSR scheme could obtain a lower blocking
probability, lower redundancy, and a better spectrum utiliza-
tion ratio without disturbing reliability.
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